COCKTAILS
ESPRESSO MARTINI
| a sumptuous mix of vodka, coffee liqueur

and espresso. It’s rich, creamy and indulgent,
delivering a perfect sophisticated caffeine kick

MANHATTAN
| this is a classic cocktail and the perfect
8 | 25

PASSION FRUIT MARTINI
| this lustful cocktail is perfectly fruity and served
with a ‘fizz tipple’ on the side. Exotic flavours
blend with triple distilled vanilla vodka and
passion fruit liqueur

recipe for any bourbon lover: bourbon,
sweet vermouth and Angostura bitters,
finished with an orange twist

7 | 55

COSMOPOLITAN
| a timeless cocktail full of fruity sophistication.
8 | 25

AMARETTO SOUR
| served on the rocks with a wedge of lemon.

Vodka, peach liqueur, cranberry juice and
freshly squeezed lime

8 | 50

NEGRONI
| having long been a favourite amongst gin lovers,

The unique almond and sweet flavours of
amaretto are perfectly balanced with citrus
juices, creating a sweet and sour finish

8 | 50

PROSECCO FRENCH 77

it resounds luxury and relaxation. Sweet
vermouth, dry gin and bitters, seductively
stirred with ice and a wedge of orange

8 | 25

BLOODY MARY
| with a splash of Rioja and a blend of spicy

| a balanced glass of bubbles. Elderflower,
gin and a splash of freshly squeezed lemon
juice, charged with prosecco

8 | 25

seasonings, this classic Bloody Mary
combination of vodka and tomato juice has
a decadent and moreish finish

8 | 50

LANGLEY’S G&B
| a perfectly balanced London dry gin, juniper
prominent with a mid palate of citrus, finished
with liquorice, pine and grass notes. Served with
grapefruit and basil for the ultimate gin and
tonic experience

8 | 50
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RED WINE
FICO GRANDE SANGIOVESE DI
ROMAGNA PODERI DAL NESPOLI
| Italy
soft red fruit, spice and pepper

22 | 00

175ml | 5.15 - 250ml | 7.35

175ml | 5.85 - 250ml | 8.35

VIVANCO RIOJA CRIANZA
| Spain

juicy cherry fruit with a touch of spice
175ml | 7.50 - 250ml | 10.75

smooth black fruit with hints of spice

22 | 00

175ml | 5.15 - 250ml | 7.35

ARGENTO MALBEC
| Argentina
joyful flavours of plum and black cherries

FINCA VALERO TEMPRANILLO
GARNACHA
| Spain

25 | 00

30 | 00

VALDIVIESO MERLOT
| Chile

ultra-smooth, jammy plum and blackberry
175ml | 5.85 - 250ml | 8.35

JOURNEY’S END HUNTSMAN
SHIRAZ MOURVEDRE
| South Africa
forest fruits, cassis, blackberries

25 | 00

30 | 00

175ml | 7.50 - 250ml | 10.75

WHITE WINE
LE COSTE TREBBIANO DI
ROMAGNA PODERI DAL NESPOLI
| Italy
light refreshing citrus flavours

22 | 00

175ml | 5.15 - 250ml | 7.35

175ml | 5.85 - 250ml | 8.35

175ml | 7.50 - 250ml | 10.75

22 | 00

ARGENTO PINOT GRIGIO
| Argentina
25 | 00

SPY VALLEY SAUVIGNON BLANC
| New Zealand
enjoyable citrus fruit, peach and gooseberry

crisp, fruity with refreshing peach
175ml | 5.15 - 250ml | 7.35

CAP CETTE PICPOUL DE PINET
| France
refreshing apple and pear

FINCA VALERO MACABEO
D.O. CARINENA
| Spain

30 | 00

light, ripe pineapple and peach
175ml | 5.85 - 250ml | 8.35

JOURNEY’S END HAYSTACK
CHARDONNAY
| South Africa

delicious mellow oak and tropical fruit notes

25 | 00

30 | 00

175ml | 7.50 - 250ml | 10.75
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ROSÉ WINE
WANDERING BEAR ROSÉ
| South Africa
light, juicy raspberry flavours
175ml | 5.15 - 250ml | 7.35

CHÂTEAU D’ASTROS ROSÉ
CÔTES DE PROVENCE
22 | 00

| France
juicy strawberry and raspberry flavours

30 | 00

175ml | 7.50 - 250ml | 10.75

SPARKLING WINE
BELSTAR PROSECCO NV
| Italy
soft refreshing citrus

BISOL JEIO ROSÉ PROSECCO
VALDOBBIADENE BRUT
| Italy
fresh, citrus, lychees

BISOL JEIO PROSECCO
VALDOBBIADENE BRUT
25 | 00

| Italy
fruity, fresh and elegant

28 | 00

30 | 00

CHAMPAGNE
MOËT & CHANDON BRUT
IMPÉRIAL
| France

citrus aromas and hints of biscuity flavours

56 | 00

A 125ml measure is available at half the price of the 250ml wines by the
glass. Should a wine or vintage become unavailable we will be pleased to
offer a suitable alternative. All wines on the list contain between
8% and 15% alcohol by volume.
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HOT BEVERAGES
LATTE

3 | 35

AMERICANO

CAPPUCCINO

FLAT WHITE

ESPRESSO

DOUBLE ESPRESSO

| add vanilla, caramel or hazelnut syrup
to your coffee

3

3 | 35

3

2|

MOCHA

HOT CHOCOLATE

CHAI TEA LATTE

ENGLISH BREAKFAST TEA

FLAVOURED TEA
80

3 | 30

3 | 30

3 | 30

3

3

3

0 | 30

Decaffeinated tea and coffee are available.
Please ask your server for details.

Food allergens and intolerances: Please inform your server before ordering if you have a food allergen or intolerance.
All food is prepared in an area where allergens are present. All prices are inclusive of VAT at the current rate.
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